Socialist movement and dealing with democracy !
Democracy has no sanctity for the workers. The statement that
the labor movement must fight for democracy !! isn´t the
statement of the anti-capitalist approach of the working class or
communism of abolition wage labor of this class. The
Democratic Revolution, the People's Republic, the
Revolutionary Republic, and the Council Democracy, and the
like, for the working class of a society in which capitalism
constitutes the mode of production and the bourgeoisie forms
the dominant economic and political class, it´s only dark
tunnels to evade the real struggle against capital. These tunnels
have historically been excavated by approaches out-of-circuit
of struggle against wage labor by populist communism, antiimperialist nationalism, and the former Soviet camp or ProChinese circles to take the proletariat out of its real class
battlefield and make infantry of other movements. The
conscious proletariat fights directly for socialism in every
situation and at every level of readiness and every moment of
its class struggle process. The proletariat puts the urgent
socialist horizon in opposition to any kind of capitalist rule and
civilization, and makes achieving this perspective the subject
of its current class war, and that what achievements it dose
make at each stage of its anti-capitalist movement or not, what
level of political freedoms and social rights it imposes on the
bourgeoisie or not, which amenities it will grab or not , it all
depends on the day-to-day situation of its struggle, on the
power of its struggle, on the extent of its cognition and
consciousness, and on its degree of organizing and readiness to
exercise power against capital. Its movement is anti-capitalist,

and the prospect of its struggle is the abolition of wage labor,
and it is a class war against capitalism and the capitalist state.
Its solutions are a mechanism to oppose the existence of
capitalism and to line up against this system, its organizing is
organizing of its power against wage labor. This is how the
conscious proletariat always looks at the movement, the goals,
the current situation and the maze of its struggle. Step by step
in this way , it doesn´t open the misleading outputs of a
democratic revolution or the establishment of a democratic
republic and the like . To the best of its ability, it pushes the
bourgeoisie back from its stronghold, and makes every step of
this progress a trench for a more conscious, organized and
powerful aggression against capitalism. No victory and
achivement of this class war is a place to stop and accept any
form of wage slavery survival ، step by step this is just an arena
for attacking as much as possible for the deepest exhaustion of
the class enemy to achieve victory and the establishment of
wage-abolitionist socialism. In the maze of this class struggle,
there´s no stage, stop revolution and no particular political
structure and formation called democracy, because each of
these would involve digging into a kind of exit from the anticapitalist war and embracing some form of capitalist
production, political and social order planning. The approach
of abolishing the wage labor of the working class lays the
foundation for all these demands , even its urgent demands , on
the critique and denial of the objectivity of capitalism. Instead
of proposing civil rights and democracy, it calls for the
abolition of any kind of government over the workers. Instead
of “democratically interfering in social destiny by people”, it
calls for the direct and influential presence of all citizens in the

definition of labor, production and social work planning,
distribute the social product of work, the abolition of private
property, and the abolition of wage labor, and etc. Instead of
“free election and the democratic bourgeois governing, it calls
for the replacement of any conventional government with the
council socialist society by all citizens, and instead of unions
and syndicates, civil and legal organizations it proposes labor
and life councils of an anti-capitalist movement. The socialist
tendency of the working class expresses itself as a socialist
movement, a movement for the abolition of the current status,
and puts the program of struggle and the practical course of its
struggle as organizing the workers' council movement against
wage labor. This is the indicative reformist deviation of the
existing left that through reformist propaganda and the attempt
to transform modernism and secularism , with reformist
demands and democratic rights turn into workers demands it
can not be leading to socialism or paving the way for workers'
socialist revolution . The socialist revolution and the
establishment of the Soviet labor organization for the abolition
of wage labor are realized only by the will of the working class
masses and which pursue socialism as a movement , and the
conscious proletariat must fight against the basis of wage labor
with a clear vision of socialism , a socialist critique of existing
objectivity , and its current anti-capitalist demands . The
opening of a period called the democratic revolution and the
struggle for democracy and the establishment of a democratic
republic have no place and no subject in the heart of this class
struggle .
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